The rotationally resolved electronic spectra of the origin bands of 3-cyanoindole, 3-cyanoindole(d 1 ), and the 3-cyanoindole-(H 2 O) 1 cluster have been measured and analyzed using evolutionary algorithms. For the monomer, permanent dipole moments of 5.90 D for the ground state, and of 5.35 D for the lowest excited singlet state have been obtained from electronic Stark spectroscopy. The orientation of the transition dipole moment is that of an 1 L b state for the monomer. The water moiety in the water cluster could be determined to be trans-linearly bound to the NH group of 3-cyanoindole, with an NHÁ Á ÁO hydrogen bond length of 201.9 pm in the electronic ground state. Like the 3-cyanoindole monomer, the 3-cyanoindole-water cluster also shows an 1 L b -like excited singlet state. The excited state lifetime of isolate 3-cyanoindole in the gas phase has been determined to be 9.8 ns, and that of 3-cyanoindole (d 1 ) has been found to be 14.8 ns, while that of the 1 : 1 water cluster is considerably shorter (3.6 ns). The excited state lifetime of 3-cyanoindole(d 1 ) in D 2 O solution has been found to be smaller than 20 ps.
Introduction
Understanding solvent reorganization processes at a molecular level is key to the determination of dipole moments of electronically excited molecules in solution. Beforehand, the driving forces which determine the solvent orientation in both electronic states have to be investigated on a molecular level. Indole derivatives are especially interesting in this respect, since they have two energetically close-lying excited singlet states, which have considerably different dipole moments. Dipole-dipole interactions with polar solvent molecules lead to different stabilization of the electronically excited states. Depending on the dipole moments, even the energetic order of the lowest excited singlet states might switch upon cluster formation or solvation in polar solvents. These states are called 1 L a and 1 L b in the nomenclature of Platt, 1 adapted to indole by Weber. 2 The 1 L b state has a small dipole moment and is lower in energy in apolar surroundings, while the 1 L a state on the other hand has a comparatively large dipole moment, leading to an inversion of the electronic state ordering in polar solvents. Some molecular systems change the energetic order of the excited states already upon addition of the first water molecules to the chromophore like azaindole. 3 Indole, as the chromophore of the aromatic amino acid tryptophane, has been extensively studied, mainly regarding the location of the higher electronically excited 1 L a state relative to the lowest 1 L b state, both experimentally [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] as well as theoretically. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Exchange of one hydrogen atom in the chromophore for the highly polar cyano group, changes the fluorescence properties of the indole chromophore considerably. 19, 20 5-Cyanotryptophane is used as a fluorescence probe of protein hydration. 21 Its chromophore, 5-cyanoindole, has been studied using rotationally resolved electronic spectroscopy and fluorescence emission spectroscopy in our group. [22] [23] [24] For 5-cyanoindole, we found that the lowest electronically excited singlet state is of 1 L a character. The question arises, if for other substitution positions, the cyano group has the same stabilizing effect on the 1 L a state. Therefore, we varied the position from the 5-position, which is located in the benzene ring of the chromophore, to the 3-position within the pyrrolic ring, in the present study. The 3-cyanoindole system is of general interest, since differently cyano-substituted indole derivatives find increasing interest as small fluorescence reporters in fluorescent proteins. 19, 20 Considerably less work has been performed on hydrogen bonded clusters of indole or indole derivatives. Korter et al. 25 could show that the binary indole-water complex undergoes considerable solvent reorientation upon excitation to the lowest excited singlet state. The lowest excited singlet states of both the monomer and the water cluster, in which the water is bound linearly to the pyrrolic NH group, have been shown to be of 1 L b character. The dipole moment of the indole-water complex was determined by Kang and Pratt using rotationally resolved electronic Stark spectroscopy. 9 They found that the dipole of the water molecule induces a dipole moment in the indole moiety, which amounts to a substantial fraction of 30-40% of the total dipole moment of the cluster. Azaindolewater clusters have been examined using high resolution laser induced fluorescence (HRLIF) spectroscopy. It could be shown that the lowest excited singlet state has 1 L b character, while the excitation in the n = 1 and n = 2 water clusters is to the 1 L a state. 3 Ahn et al. 26 investigated 3-cyanoindole and several 3-cyanoindolewater clusters, using mass-selected resonant two-photon ionization (R2PI) and UV-UV hole-burning (UVHB) spectroscopy. Assignments of the different cluster structures were made on the basis of a Franck-Condon analysis of the vibronic spectra. From the comparison of experiment and FC simulation they concluded that only the most stable conformer is present in the molecular beam. According to ab initio calculations, this is the linear N-HÁ Á ÁO hydrogen bond complex.
In the present study, we investigate the electronic nature of the lowest excited state of 3-cyanoindole, its dipole moments in both ground and excited singlet states and the geometry and electronic nature of the binary 3-cyanoindole-water cluster using a combination of rotationally resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, rotationally resolved electronic Stark spectroscopy, time-correlated single photon counting, and ab initio quantum chemical calculations for a deeper understanding of the photophysics of electronically excited 3-cyanoindole. 3-Cyanoindole (95%) was purchased from Oxchem and used without further purification. To record rotationally resolved electronic spectra, the sample was heated to 200 1C and co-expanded with 300 mbar of argon into the vacuum through a 200 mm nozzle. After the expansion, a molecular beam was formed using two skimmers (1 mm and 3 mm) linearly aligned inside a differentially pumped vacuum system consisting of three vacuum chambers. The molecular beam was crossed at right angles with the laser beam 360 mm downstream of the nozzle. To create the excitation beam, 10 W of the 532 nm line of a diode pumped solid state laser (Spectra-Physics Millennia eV) pumped a single frequency ring dye laser (Sirah Matisse DS) operated with Rhodamine 110. The fluorescence light of the dye laser was frequency doubled in an external folded ring cavity (Spectra Physics Wavetrain) with a resulting power of about 10-15 mW during the experiments. The fluorescence light of the samples was collected perpendicular to the plane defined by the laser and molecular beam by an imaging optics setup consisting of a concave mirror and two planoconvex lenses onto the photocathode of a UV enhanced photomultiplier tube (Thorn EMI 9863QB). The signal output was then discriminated and digitized by a photon counter and transmitted to a PC for data recording and processing. The relative frequency was determined using a quasi confocal Fabry-Perot interferometer. The absolute frequency was obtained by comparing the recorded spectrum to the tabulated lines in the iodine absorption spectrum. 27 A detailed description of the experimental setup for rotationally resolved laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy has been given previously. 28, 29 The Stark plates consist of a parallel pair of electroformed nickel wire grids (18 mesh per mm, 50 mm diameter) with a transmission of 95% in the UV. Their effective distance is 23.49 AE 0.05 mm, symmetrically aligned with respect to the laser beam. This distance was calibrated using the accurately known dipole moment of benzonitrile. 30, 31 The polarization plane of the incoming laser beam can be rotated by 901 inside the vacuum chamber by means of an achromatic l/2 plate (Bernhard Halle 240-380 nm). The l/2 plate can be pushed in or pulled out of the laser beam using a linear motion vacuum feedthrough.
2.1.2 Time-correlated single photon counting. Time-correlatedsingle-photon-counting (TCSPC) was performed with a DeltaFlex Ultima spectrometer (HORIBA Jobin Yvon), equipped with a supercontinuum light source SuperK Extreme EXR-20 and frequency doubler SuperK Extend-UV/DUV (both NKT Photonics). The signal was recorded under magic angle conditions, a pulse repetition rate of 19.2 MHz and a sample temperature of 201. The instrument response function (IRF, FWHM approximately 60 ps) was recorded using a scattering solution (Ludox) for each excitation wavelength and used in the fits applying an iterative reconvolution algorithm to minimize w 2 .
Quantum chemical calculations
Structure optimizations were performed employing Dunning's correlation-consistent polarized valence triple zeta (cc-pVTZ) basis set from the Turbomole library. 32, 33 The equilibrium geometries of the electronic ground and the lowest excited singlet states were optimized using the approximate coupled cluster singles and doubles model (CC2) employing the resolution-of-the-identity approximation (RI). [34] [35] [36] For the structure optimizations spincomponent scaling (SCS) modifications to CC2 were taken into account. 37 Vibrational frequencies and zero-point corrections to the adiabatic excitation energies were obtained from numerical second derivatives using the NumForce script. 38 For the cluster stabilization energies, the basis set superposition errors (BSSE) have been accounted for, using the counterpoise corrections described by Boys and Bernardi 39 and implemented in the JOBBSSE jobscript of turbomole. Additionally, the equilibrium geometries of the lowest electronically excited singlet states were geometry optimized by means of a time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) gradient 40, 41 using the Becke, threeparameter, Lee-Yang-Parr (B3-LYP) density functional. 42 
Fits of the rovibronic spectra using evolutionary algorithms
Evolutionary algorithms allow us to make a quick and successful automatic assignment of the rotationally resolved spectra, even for large molecules and dense spectra. [43] [44] [45] [46] Beside a correct Hamiltonian to describe the spectrum and reliable intensities inside the spectrum, an appropriate search method is needed. Evolutionary strategies are a powerful tool to handle complex multi-parameter optimizations and find the global optimum. For the analysis of the presented high-resolution spectra, we used the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES), which is described in detail elsewhere. 47, 48 In this variant of global optimizers mutations are adapted via a CMA mechanism to find the global minimum, even on rugged search landscapes that are additionally complicated due to noise, local minima and/or sharp bends.
Results

Computational results
3.1.1 3-Cyanoindole. The optimization of 3-cyanoindole in the ground and the lowest excited singlet state yields a planar structure in both states both with genuine CC2 as well as with SCS-CC2. Contrary to 5-cyanoindole, CC2 and the spin component scaled variant SCS-CC2 obtain the same state as the lowest excited singlet state. 22 The molecular parameters (rotational constants A, B, and C in both electronic states, the inertial defects DI, the angle y of the transition dipole moment with the inertial a axis, and the zero-point corrected origin frequency n 0 ) are compiled in Table 1 and are compared to the experimental results, which are described in Section 4.1.
The inertial defects of 3-cyanoindole in both states are exactly zero for the equilibrium structures which immediately shows the planarity of the molecule.
The calculated angle of the transition dipole moment with the inertial a-axis is +41, cf. Fig. 1 . To compare this value better with the transition dipole moment vector of bare indole, the transition dipole moment (TDM) is rotated into the inertial axis frame of indole. This yields an angle of +521 with the inertial a-axis of indole. The respective values in indole (L b ) and 5-cyanoindole (L a ) are +381 and À121, respectively. Thus, the orientation of the TDM in 3-cyanoindole, is clearly that of an 1 L b state. The main contributions to the excitation to the lowest excited singlet state are 0.81(LUMO ' HOMOÀ1) + 0.43(LUMO+1 ' HOMO) + 0.24(LUMO+2 ' HOMO), cf. Fig. 3 , which are also representative for a transition to a 1 L b state. The zero-point corrected adiabatic excitation energy amounts to 36 156 cm À1 (36 045 cm À1 ) at the CC2 (SCS-CC2) level of theory. The permanent dipole moment in the ground state amounts to 5.95 D and to 5.51 D in the electronically excited 1 L b state.
An explicit caveat has to be given for the 1 L a state optimization. This state is vertically the second excited singlet state at the SCS-CC2 level of theory. Optimization of this state leads, independently of the starting geometry, into a conical intersection with the lowest excited state. However, it is well-known, that the order of 1 L a and 1 L b states is reversed for time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT). [49] [50] [51] [52] Therefore, we changed the level of theory to TD-DFT using the B3-LYP functional and the cc-pVTZ basis set. As expected, at the TD-DFT level, the vertically lowest state is the 1 L a state, well below 1 L b . Geometry optimization led to the lowest excited state, which remained the 1 L a state. Thus, 1 L a is also adiabatically the lowest excited singlet state at the TD-DFT level. The fact that TD-DFT employing the B3-LYP functional reverses the order of 1 L a and 1 L b states has been observed before in tryptamine. 52 For tryptamine, the correct energetic order of the excited states could be obtained using density functional multi-reference configuration interaction (DFT-MRCI), which correctly takes dynamic and static electron correlation into account, at the TD-DFT optimized geometries. For 3-cyanoindole, the SCS-CC2 energy of the 1 L a state, which constitutes the second electronically excited singlet state, was calculated at the geometry of the 1 L b state at the TD-DFT level, where it is the lowest electronically excited singlet state. In this geometry, 1 L a is adiabatically also at the SCS-CC2 level the lowest excited singlet state. These findings are summarized in Fig. 2 . However, further optimization starting from this geometry again led to the conical intersection with the 1 L b state.
Using the SCS-CC2 energy at the TD-B3-LYP optimized structure for the 1 L a state an angle of the TDM with the inertial a axis of À801 is calculated. The leading contributions to the Table 1 SCS-CC2/cc-pVTZ computed and experimental molecular parameters of 3-cyanoindole (3-CI) and the N-deuterated isotopologue ((d 1 )). Doubly primed parameters belong to the electronic ground and single primed to the excited state. y D is the angle of the permanent dipole moment vector with the main inertial a-axis. A negative sign of this angle means an anticlockwise rotation of the main inertial a-axis onto the dipole moment vector, shown in Fig. 1 . y is the angle of the transition dipole moment vector with the main inertial a-axis. The same convention for its sign is used as for y D . For details see text excitation are: 0.87(LUMO ' HOMO) + 0.39(LUMOÀ1 ' HOMO+1). The zero-point corrected adiabatic excitation energy amounts to 39 392 cm À1 and the permanent dipole moment to 5.18 D in the electronically excited 1 L a state, with an angle of +311 to the inertial a-axis. Apart from the two lowest excited pp* states, the photophysics of indoles is governed by the repulsive ps* state ( Table 2 ). We calculated the vertical excitation to all three states at the SCS-CC2/cc-pVTZ level of theory. While the two lowest pp* states are relatively close at the ground state geometry, there is a larger gap to the ps* state, cf. Table 2 . The coefficients for this transition are shown in Fig. 3 . The s* orbital at the hydrogen atom of the NH is diffuse and collapses into the hydrogen 1s orbital upon distortion along the NH coordinate, as has been shown by Sobolewski and Domcke. 17, [53] [54] [55] For 3-cyanoindole, the ps*-pp* difference is by more than 1000 cm À1 smaller compared to indole. The dipole moment of the ps* state in indole is more than 5 D higher than in the ground state, while for 3-cyanoindole only an increase of 2 D is found. The oscillator strengths of the respective states of indole and 3-cyanoindole are of comparable size, with the 1 L a oscillator strength between 2 and 3 times larger than for the 1 L b state.
3.1.2 3-Cyanoindole-water. Several starting geometries for the optimization of the 3-cyanoindole-water cluster have been employed. Three fundamentally different binding motifs can be distinguished: NHÁ Á ÁO hydrogen bond structures (1a and 1b in Fig. 1 and Table 3 ), CNÁ Á ÁH hydrogen bond structures (2 and 3 in Fig. 1 and Table 3 ), and p-bond van der Waals structures. No stable van der Waals bound minimum structure at the CC2-cc-pVTZ level of theory has been found. All structures have been optimized both using genuine CC2, as well as SCS-CC2. Similar resulting structures have been found with both methods, with the exception that at the SCS-CC2 level no stable structure 1b in the S 1 state has been found.
The stabilization energies, including zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections and considering the BSSE, are given in Table 4 . Both NHÁ Á ÁO hydrogen bond structures are by about 7 and 6 kJ mol À1 more stable than the CNÁ Á ÁH hydrogen bond structures. The stabilization energies of 1a and 1b are too close to make a definite statement as to which of the two cluster structures is the more stable one. Both cluster structures show a slightly larger stabilization in the excited state and slight red shifts of their adiabatic excitation energies relative to that of the monomer. The origin of conformer 1a is red-shifted by 16 cm À1 , and 1b shows a redshift of 21 cm À1 . The experimental value is 51 cm À1 , cf. Section 4.1.
The orientation of the transition dipole moment ( Fig. 1 ), as well as the main contributions to the excitation to the lowest excited singlet state of 0.81(LUMO ' HOMOÀ1) + 0.41(LUMO+1 ' HOMO) À 0.27(LUMO+2 ' HOMO), cf. Fig. S1 of the ESI †, are indicative for a transition to the 1 L b state also for the 1 : 1 water cluster. Fig. 4 shows the rotationally resolved electronic spectrum of the origin of 3-cyanoindole at 35 299.36 cm À1 (0 on the scale of the figure) along with the best fit at zero field (trace (b)) and at a field strength of 851.11 V cm À1 (trace (c)). The electric field in the chosen set-up is parallel to the polarization of the plane of the exciting light, thus DM = 0 selection rules for the Stark spectrum hold. The spectrum was fit using a CMA-ES; the molecular parameters from the fit are summarized in Table 1 and are compared to the results of the SCS-CC2/cc-pVTZ calculations.
The origin band is an ab-hybrid with predominant a-type character. The exact analysis yields an angle of AE15.31. The indeterminacy of the TDM orientation can be resolved by comparison to the ab initio computed value of +41. Thus, the orientation as shown in Fig. 1 seems to be the experimentally observed one. A more reliable determination can be performed on the basis of the TDM angle in the deuterated isotopologue of 3-cyanoindole, and on the basis of the relative orientation of the transition moment and axis reorientation angle, which will be presented in Section 4.1.
A Lorentzian linewidth of 16.31 MHz corresponds to an excited state lifetime of 9.8 ns.
3.2.2 N-Deuterated 3-cyanoindole. The knowledge of the position of the pyrrolic amino hydrogen in the inertial frame of 3-cyanoindole is crucial for the determination of the hydrogen bond length in the 3-cyanoindole-water cluster. Therefore, we measured the spectrum of the N-D isotopologue, which allows for the determination of the hydrogen coordinates through application of Kraitchman's equations. Fig. 5 shows the rotationally resolved electronic spectrum of the origin of 3-cyanoindole-(d 1 ) at 35 306.58 cm À1 (0 on the scale of the figure) . The spectrum is composed mainly of a-type bands similar to the undeuterated species. The results of the CMA-ES fit of the spectrum are summarized in Table 1 , where they are compared to the results of the SCS-CC2/cc-pVTZ calculations. The excited state lifetime of 14.8 ns is considerably longer than that of undeuterated 3-cyanoindole. 3.2.3 3-Cyanoindole-water. Fig. 6 presents the rotationally resolved electronic spectrum of the origin of the binary 3-cyanoindole-water cluster at 35 262.2 cm À1 . This origin band is redshifted by 51 cm À1 relative to the origin of 3-cyanoindole at 35 299.36 cm À1 . The spectrum is split into two subbands due to the large amplitude internal motion of the water moiety. The molecular symmetry group which takes this motion into account is G 4 , isomorphic with the point group C 2v . The lowest torsional state (with s = 0) is of A 1 symmetry, and the energetically following (with s = 1) of B 2 symmetry. Both subbands are fit using rigid asymmetric rotor selection rules, with the difference of the vibronic origins as an additional parameter. Trace (a) of Fig. 6 shows the experimental spectrum, and trace (b) the simulation using the best fit parameters from Table 3 . The following traces (c) and (d) give the individual simulations for the two torsional subbands, due to the internal rotation of the water moiety. The resulting molecular parameters are given in Table 3 . The spectrum is an ab-hybrid band with 56% b-type and 44% a-type character, and is split into two subbands by the internal rotation of the water moiety. The splitting between the origins of the two sub-bands amounts to 8977 MHz. The Lorentzian linewidth was determined to be 43 MHz, leading to an excited state lifetime of 3.6 ns.
Excited state lifetimes.
Since the question of excited state lifetimes is crucial for the discussion of the photophysical properties of 3-cyanoindole, we performed lifetime measurements of 3-cyanoindole and of 5-cyanoindole and indole in different solvents using time correlated single photon counting. Fig. 7 presents the decay curves for indole, 3-cyanoindole, and 5-cyanoindole in ethyl acetate. The excited state lifetimes of isolated indole, 5-cyanoindole, 3-cyanoindole, and 3-cyanoindole(d 1 ) in ethyl acetate (EA) and of 3-cyanoindole(d 1 ) in D 2 O are summarized in Table 5 .
Discussion
4.1 3-Cyanoindole 4.1.1 Geometric and electronic structure of the excited state. The small negative inertial defects of 3-cyanoindole in the electronic ground state (À0.02 amu Å 2 ) and in the lowest electronically excited state (À0.08 amu Å 2 ) show its planarity in both electronic states. In contrast to indole and 5-cyanoindole, the inertial defect decreases slightly upon excitation to the S 1 state.
The angle of the TDM with the inertial a-axis was determined experimentally to be AE15. 31 . In the following we will show two independent determinations of the sign of the TDM angle, which do rely on the comparison to the calculated TDM orientation.
The geometry change upon electronic excitation causes a reorientation of the inertial axes of a molecule if its symmetry is sufficiently low. 56 The molecule fixed coordinate system, which rotates with the molecule, and the space fixed coordinate system can be interconverted by the Euler rotation matrix. In the case of different geometries of the two states, which are connected by the spectroscopic transition, two moving axis systems, and consequently two sets of Eulerian angles y, f, and w are needed, one for each state. In this way, the rotational selection rules, which are valid only for unchanged geometries, have to be modified. Hougen and Watson's approach to this problem is the diagonalization of the rotational Hamiltonian for each state separately, and a rotation of the eigenvectors through a rotation matrix containing the axis reorientation angles y T , f T , and w T . Pratt and coworkers introduced a different procedure. 57 In spite of rotating the wave functions, they express the Hamiltonian of the excited state in the coordinates of the ground state. Thus, the rotation of the eigenvectors is replaced by a rotation of the Hamiltonian about the axis reorientation angles y T , f T , and w T . This approach has the big advantage that the similarity transformation has to be applied only once, while in the Hougen-Watson approach, each J block has to be rotated by means of a (2J + 1) Â (2J + 1) rotation matrix. When rotated, the excited state Hamiltonian has no longer the four group symmetry of the ground state. Thus, the effect of axis reorientation is a change of the intensities of several rovibronic lines. The line positions however are not altered, since the rotated and unrotated eigenfunctions are related though a similarity transformation. Thus, the eigenvalues of the rotated and unrotated Hamiltonian are the same. 57 Pratt and coworkers have shown how the relative orientation of the transition dipole moment y and the axis reorientation y T can be used to remove the indeterminacy of the sign of y. The combinations of +y/+y T and Ày/Ày T have the same intensity pattern, which in turn is different for the +y/Ày T and Ày/+y T combinations. From a fit of the rovibronic intensities to the signed value of the axis reorientation angle, it can be deduced if TDM and axis reorientation have the same or opposite signs.
From the SCS-CC2 optimized structures, the axis reorientation angle of the inertial axis system upon electronic excitation y T can be determined using the relation for planar molecules given by Hougen and Watson: 56
Here, the doubly primed coordinates refer to the principal axis system in the electronic ground state and the singly primed quantities to the respective excited state inertial system and the m i are the atomic masses. Using the SCS-CC2 optimized structures for the 1 L b state, we obtain an axis reorientation angle y T of À0.451 for the 1 L b state. Since the optimization of the 1 L a state ran into a conical intersection at the SCS-CC2 level of theory (vide supra), the TD-DFT optimized geometry was used and an angle of 0.991 was obtained for the 1 L a state. The calculated value for the 1 L b state is in good agreement with the value from the fit of the spectrum using the axis reorientation Hamiltonian of 0.521. Since axis reorientation has no effect on the eigenvalues, i.e. the energies of the rovibrational levels, the only quantity to be fit is the axis reorientation angle y T , leaving all other parameters at their before determined values. However, only a few lines are Angles y of the orientation of the transition dipole moment and excited state lifetimes (molecular beam and solution) of 3-cyanoindole (3-CI), 5-cyanoindole (5-CI) and the 3-cyanoindole-water cluster. In contrast to the y values shown in Table 1 , those given here are given with respect to the pseudo C 2 -axis of indole considerably affected by axis reorientation. Improvement of the cost function in the course of the optimization might therefore be concealed by the majority of lines whose intensities do change. In order to circumvent this problem, we included only sections of the spectrum in the fit, which show, guided by a preliminary simulation, strong intensity variations. Two kinds of solutions were obtained. The combination of y positive and y T negative as well as y negative and y T positive had a better cost function than the combination of both angles positive or both angles negative. Therefore, we know y T and y must have different signs. Using the fact that y T is negative from the above considerations, y must be positive.
To facilitate the comparison to other indoles, we transform the angle of the TDM to refer to the pseudo C 2 -axis of indole. The results are shown in Table 5 . Clearly, the orientation of the TDM is the same as in indole, and the lowest excited singlet state of 3-cyanoindole can be assigned to an 1 L b like state, in contrast to 5-cyanoindole in which the opposite sign of the TDM points to an 1 L a state.
The fact that no stable minimum at the SCS-CC2 level could be located for the 1 L a state might arise from two different reasons. (i) The 1 L a minimum might be so far outside the Franck-Condon region, that our searches just missed the minimum structure and followed instead the falling 1 L a potential right into the conical intersection (CI) with 1 L b . Although we tried a plethora of starting geometries, which were constructed from the known 1 L a geometries of indole and 5-cyanoindole, we cannot completely exclude this reason. (ii) A much more probable explanation for this finding is a very shallow 1 L a minimum in the coordinate, which connects 1 L a and 1 L b through the CI. Such a case was found for tryptamine. 58 The slightest deviations from the correct 1 L a geometry at the chosen level of theory will then cause the optimization to run into the CI. 4.1.2 Excited state lifetimes. The S 1 state lifetime of the isolated 3-cyanoindole was determined to be 9.8 ns, which is shorter than the respective lifetimes of indole (17 ns) 12 and 5-cyanoindole (12 ns). 22 In different solvents a similar trend for the lifetimes of indole and of the cyanoindoles was found. Independent of the solvent, the fluorescence lifetime of 3-cyanoindole was always shorter than that of 5-cyanoindole and of indole. 19 For the isolated 1 : 1 water complex the shortest lifetime of 3.9 ns has been measured, cf. Table 5 . Interestingly, also the lifetime of 3-cyanoindole in water solution is the shortest (o0.05 ns), 19 followed by the aqueous solution of 5-cyanoindole (0.3 ns) 19 and indole (4.5 ns). 19 The lifetime of deuterated 3-cyanoindole in the gas phase is longer than that of the undeuterated isotopologue (14.8 vs. 9.8 ns). A similar trend has been found for phenol (13.3 ns vs. 2.4 ns). Sobolewski and Domcke have shown, that along with the lowest two excited singlet 1 L a and 1 L b states, which are of pp* character, a third state of ps* character plays a crucial role in the photophysics of these chromophores. 17, [53] [54] [55] This ps* state is repulsive along the OH coordinate for phenol and along the NH coordinate for indole and forms conical intersections with the directly excited state and subsequently with the electronic ground state. For excitations above the threshold, a rapid decay channel is open, which connects the primarily excited pp* state through a conical intersection (CI) with the ps* state, and subsequently through a second CI with the ground state. The pp*-ps* CI induces a barrier on the S 1 potential energy surfaces, through which a wave packet prepared at the zero-point level of the primarily excited state can tunnel. This causes the S 1 state lifetime of phenol to be as short as 2.4 ns, while the lifetime of deuterated phenol is considerably longer (13.3 ns) due to the lower zero-point energy. The same behavior is found for 3-cyanoindole and its ND-deuterated isotopologue (Fig. 8a) . The isotope effect on the excited state lifetime of indole is negligible (17.6 ns vs. 17.2 ns for the deuterated isotopologue 59 ), a consequence of the larger barrier formed by the pp*-ps* CI in indole. We therefore claim a lower barrier, formed on the S 1 potential energy surface, to be responsible for the shorter lifetime of 3-cyanoindol compared to indole and 5-cyanoindole. The calculation of the vertically excited pp* and ps* states in Section 3.1 strongly supports this suggestion.
For the water clusters in the gas phase, only lifetimes for indole-H 2 O and 3-cyanoindole-H 2 O (3.6 ns) are known experimentally. Indole-H 2 O however, is hard to compare, because two very different values are reported. Korter et al. determined a value of 5 ns from the Lorentz component to the full linewidth in a rotationally resolved electronic spectrum of the origin band. 25 Arnold and Sulkes found a value of 21 ns using timecorrelated single photon counting after excitation of the electronic origin. 60 What is then the reason for the short lifetime in the 1 : 1 cluster and the ultrashort lifetime in the aqueous solution of 3-cyanoindole? The answer to this problem is further complicated by the fact that depending on the relative stabilization of the different excited states, conical intersections not only between the pp* and the ps* states develop, but also between the lowest pp* 1 L a and 1 L b states 58 (cf. Fig. 8b ). Regarding the fact that the pp*-ps* barrier of 3-cyanoindole is lower than that of indole (vide supra), it seems plausible that the ps* potential is lowered even further through stabilization via the water dipole (Fig. 8c) . The short lifetime would then originate from the increase of the nonradiative decay rate. A conclusive answer, however, can only be given if the oscillator strengths to the fully adiabatically optimized excited states along the dissociative NH coordinate are known. These calculations are currently under way. 4.1.3 Dipole moments. The ground state dipole moment of 5.90 D decreases to 5.35 D in the excited singlet state. The angle of the dipole moment with the inertial a-axis slightly decreases from 45 to 391 upon excitation. For bare indole, values of 1.963 D (S 0 ) and 1.856 D (S 1 ) with angles to the a-axis of 45 and 331, respectively, have been reported. 9 However, one has to keep in mind that the heavy cyano group rotates the inertial aaxis by 361 in the molecular frame as shown in Fig. 9 .
For 5-cyanoindole we found a good additivity of the dipole moments of indole and of the cyano fragment in the electronic ground state. 61 In this molecule, the indole dipole and the dipole of the cyano fragment which is attached to the benzenoid ring are nearly aligned. For 3-cyanoindole, the individual dipoles form a large angle, and the cyano fragment is attached to the pyrrolic ring. Fig. 9b shows the experimental dipole moment vector of 3-cyanoindole (red, straight vector) and of indole (black, straight vector). Subtracting the experimentally determined dipole moment vector of 3-cyanoindole from that of indole 9 should lead to the dipole moment vector of the substituent (m CN =m 3CN-indole Àm indole ). If the dipole moments of indole and the cyano fragment are additive like in 5-cyanoindole, the difference vector will point in the direction of the fragment dipole with the corresponding length of the fragment dipole, cf. Fig. 9b and c. The most appropriate dipole moments to mimic the fragment dipole of the cyano group, attached to the pyrrole ring, are those of methyl cyanide CH 3 CN, isopropyl cyanide (CH 3 )CHCN and benzonitrile C 6 H 5 CN. The ground state dipole moment of methyl cyanide was determined by Steiner and Gordy to be 3.913 D, 62 and the dipole moment of isopropyl cyanide has been determined to be 4.07 D by Müller et al. 63 The most exact value of the benzonitrile dipole moment was reported by Wohlfahrt et al. to be 4.5152 D. 31 Thus, a value of around 4 D for the cyano fragment, colinear with the CN bond, can be expected. Inspection of Fig. 9b shows that the fragment dipole indeed points in the same direction as the cyano fragment dipole. From the vectorial difference of the ground state dipoles a fragment dipole moment of 5.5 D is predicted, which is more than 1 D larger than expected from a simple additivity model. Using the excited state dipole moments of indole and 3-cyanoindole, a value of 5.6 D results, in agreement with the fragment dipole determined from the ground state values. Inspection of the direction of the fragment dipole in Fig. 9c however shows that in the excited state, even the direction of the dipole moment deviates from that of the fragment.
3-Cyanoindole-water
4.2.1 Barrier to water torsion. The origin spectrum of the 3cyanoindole-water cluster is split into two subbands, due to an internal motion of the water moiety in the cluster. The basic theory for this motion of the water moiety has been worked out in detail for phenol-water 64 and indole-water. 25 Therefore, we keep the theoretical description short; all necessary equations and their derivation can be found in ref. 65 . The motion of the water can be described as motion in a periodic two-fold potential. The rotational levels split into two subtorsional components, s = 0 and s = 1. This s is chosen such that it represents the symmetry of the torsional wavefunctions and therefore the torsional problem is diagonal in s. The s = 0 levels have A symmetry and a spin statistical weight of 1, while the s = 1 levels are of B symmetry with a spin statistical weight of 3 in the G4 molecular symmetry group. 64 Ds = 0 selection rules hold for the transitions from the electronic ground to the excited state. Since for the vibrational ground state (and for all even v states) the s = 0 state is below the s = 1 state, the fact that the strong subtorsional band (s = 1 2 s = 1) is at a shorter wavelength than the weak band (s = 0 2 s = 0) immediately shows that the barrier in the electronically excited state must be smaller than in the ground state. The energy difference of 8977.46 MHz between these subtorsional bands is given by difference in the subtorsional splittings in the two electronic states E s=0 -E s=1 .
Further information is contained in the difference of the rotational constants between the s = 0 and s = 1 bands. Table 3 shows that in the electronic ground state mainly A changes, while B and C are nearly the same for the subtorsional levels. Thus, the torsional axis is mostly parallel to the a inertial axis in the cluster. The difference of the rotational constants between s = 0 and s = 1 bands (DB g = B s=0 g À B s=1 g ) contains the second order perturbation terms, which can be used for an independent determination of the torsional barrier. A Levenberg-Marquart fit of the subtorsional splitting and the differences of the rotational constants yield barriers of 148 cm À1 for the S 0 and of 125 cm À1 for the S 1 state, respectively, for a torsional constant of 15.2 cm À1 . 4.2.2 Structure of the water cluster. The inertial defects DI of both torsional sub-bands of the 3-cyanoindole-water cluster in the ground and electronically excited state are small and negative (DI 00 = À0.6380 amu Å 2 for the s = 1 subband and À2.3774 amu Å 2 for s = 0) They are in the range of what is expected for a structure in which all heavy atoms are in-plane. For indole-water and phenol-water trans-linear hydrogen bond structures are found with inertial defects of À1.412 amu Å 2 (indole-water) and À2.086 amu Å 2 (phenol-water). Thus, we conclude that also the 3-cyanoindole-water cluster forms a structure in which only the hydrogen atoms of the water moiety are located outside the plane of the chromophore in agreement with the structures of the computed most stable complexes (a and b in Fig. 1 ). Torsional excitation of the water averages the position of the water hydrogen atoms with respect to the plane. This explains why the inertial defect of the s = 1 component is smaller than that of the s = 0 component.
The position of the water molecule in the 3-cyanoindolewater cluster can be determined from the rotational constants of the water cluster and the monomer without further knowledge of the monomer structure using a Kraitchman 66 analysis. The only assumption which is made therein is that the structure of the monomer moiety does not change upon cluster formation. While the original intention in using the Kraitchman equations is the determination of the Cartesian coordinates of an isotopically substituted atom in a molecule, it is also applicable in determining the center-of-mass (COM) distance of the two constituents of binary clusters. This procedure has first been applied to noble gas clusters of organic molecules, 67 which directly yields the position of the noble gas atom in the inertial frame of the uncomplexed monomer. Later, it was extended to molecular clusters of hydrogen donors with water, in which the distance of the water COM from the COM of the organic molecule was determined. From the known structure of the water moiety, and the position of the oxygen (phenol) or nitrogen (indole) in the inertial frame of the monomer, also the heavy atom distance in hydrogen bonded clusters like N-HÁ Á ÁO or O-HÁ Á ÁO could be determined.
Using this method, we determined the distance between the COMs of the 3-cyanoindole monomer and of the water moiety in the ground state to be 494.1 pm and in the electronically excited state to be 492.1 pm. The Kraitchman analysis for the amino hydrogen position in both the ground and excited states of 3-cyanoindole has been performed using the rotational constants of 3-cyanoindole and of the N-deuterated 3-cyanoindole isotopologue from Table 1 . The r 0 coordinates of the H-atom along with the r 0 coordinates of the water COM in the same reference frame are shown in Table 6 .
From the so determined distance of the water COM from the amino hydrogen and the known distance of the COM of the water moiety from the water oxygen atom, the NHÁ Á ÁO distance can be determined to be 201.9 pm in the ground state and 201.7 in the excited state. This is the lower limit under the assumption that the amino hydrogen, water COM and oxygen atom are located on a straight line. If there is an angle a between the HOH plane and the hydrogen bond, the resulting bond length would be smaller by a factor of cos(a). For both conformers 1a and 1b this angle is smaller than 101, equivalent to a reduction of less than 3 pm. The obvious difference between the experimental and the ab initio value for the hydrogen bond length results from zero-point vibrational averaging of the hydrogen bond along its very shallow stretching coordinate. 4.2.3 Electronic structure of the excited state. Table 5 shows that the orientation of the TDM vector of 3-cyanoindole-water, if transformed into the principal axis system of indole, is the same as in indole and in the 3-cyanoindole monomer, but opposite to that of 5-cyanoindole. The lowest excited state is therefore an 1 L b like state as for the monomer. The reason for this deviant behavior can be found in the fact that for 3-cyanoindole the dipole moment in the 1 L a state is smaller than in the 1 L b state. All other indoles have a larger 1 L a dipole moment and thus a stabilization of the 1 L a state with respect to the 1 L b state.
Conclusions
The dipole moment of 3-cyanoindole and its orientation in the ground and the lowest electronically excited state could be determined to be very similar. The excited state lifetime of 3-cyanoindole is considerably shorter than that of indole and 5-cyanoindole with the 1 : 1 water cluster of 3-cyanoindole being especially short-lived. The electronic nature of the lowest excited state is a locally excited (LE) state with strong 1 L b character. The adiabatically higher lying 1 L a state has, in contrast to indole and 5-cyanoindole (and many other indole derivatives), a smaller permanent dipole moment. Therefore, the 1 L b state is stabilized more strongly upon attachment of the polar water molecule than the 1 L a state. This causes the 1 : 1 water cluster to be also of 1 L b character. Although we can confirm the above statement only for the binary water cluster, one might speculate that the exceptionally short lifetime of 3-cyanoindole in water solution might be due to the fact that the emitting state is the 1 L b which is different from the other cyanoindoles and indole in which 1 L a emission is observed. 14 The characterization of the emitting state could be performed using high resolution (Stark) spectroscopy for the first time. Permanent dipole moments, transition dipoles, fluorescence lifetimes and structures of the isolated molecule, as well as of the 1 : 1 water cluster (with the exception of the permanent dipole moments) could be obtained for the first time. These investigations show that already the first solvating water molecule opens the way to the unusually short life time of 3-cyanoindole in water solution. One might ask why we omitted the measurement of the Stark spectrum for the water cluster. Certainly, this would have added extremely important information about the function of the water moiety in the photophysics of the monomer. Unfortunately, 3-cyanoindole behaves differently than other cyanoindoles. Upon heating in the source chamber, 3-cyanoindole sublimates into an extremely fine powder, which clogs the orifice of the nozzle after a few minutes even at strongly elevated temperatures of the nozzle. Since the time for optimization of the cluster conditions was too short to get a better signal to noise ratio, we were unable to record the Stark spectrum.
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